Remove the papery husk and combine all fruits with water in a food processor.

Using the plastic attachment for your food processor, process the fruit into a slurry. This can also be done by hand mashing.

Viable seeds will settle to the bottom as they become loosened from the flesh of the fruit.

Pour off pulp, add water and repeat until seed is clean. Drain water and allow to dry on a coffee filter or paper plate.

Store seeds for up to 6 years in an airtight container in a cool, dark location.
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Start seeds indoors, planting them ¼ inch deep in potting soil in full sun or under lights. Grow at least two plants to ensure successful pollination.

Transplant to outside garden or container when air temperatures warm to the upper 60’s.

Tomatillos sprawl, so cage or support to keep spacing compact.

Avoid letting fruits turn yellow and soft for best flavor.

Store unhusked in paper bags in the refrigerator for a few weeks or in a basement or root cellar for up to 3 months.

Tomatillos are eaten raw or cooked. Remove husks and rinse off sticky coating before use.

Try serving grilled or roasted. Popular in Mexican cooking, green varieties are essential in salsa verde, and may also be added to guacamole, soups and stews.

Tomatillos are annuals, and are insect pollinated. The easiest way to save pure seed is to grow only one variety of tomatillo in your garden at a time.

If growing more than one variety, they must be separated by at least 800 feet to prevent cross-pollination or hand pollination methods must be used.

Tomatillo seeds can be harvested when the fruit is ready to eat. Several ripe fruits should be collected from each plant.